The Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover is an aftermarket part, please consult with your Microwave’s Manufacture’s safety and operating instructions before use.

Do not use the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover in a microwave where the original turntable has been damaged or removed.

Important: Make sure the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover does not completely block any cooling vents or other components essential to the operation of the microwave.

Important: Make sure the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover does not block any cooling vents on your microwave.

Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover fits over most plates, bowls, trays and other microwave safe containers. Do not force the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover if the container is too large.

Make sure there is nothing stuck to the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover’s magnets before placing into the microwave.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:

DO NOT USE IN A CONVENTIONAL OVEN, CONVECTION MICROWAVE, TOASTER OVEN, STOVETOP, ON A HOT PLATE, OR WITH A BROWNING DISH OR HEATING ELEMENT.

IMPORTANT: MAKE SURE THE HOVER COVER™ MICROWAVE SPLATTER COVER DOES NOT COMPLETELY BLOCK ANY COOLING VENTS OR OTHER COMPONENTS ESSENTIAL TO THE OPERATION OF THE MICROWAVE.

DO NOT USE IN MICROWAVE FOR LONGER THAN 10 CONTINUOUS MINUTES WHILE COOKING OR DEFROSTING.

SHOULD ARCING OR ANY OTHER UNUSUAL MALFUNCTION OCCUR DURING OPERATION, CUT POWER TO MICROWAVE IMMEDIATELY AND DISCONTINUE ALL FURTHER USE OF THE HOVER COVER™ MICROWAVE SPLATTER COVER.

CAUTION: Steam can burn! Use care when removing cover and handling hot cookware.

- The Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover is an aftermarket part, please consult with your Microwave’s Manufacture’s safety and operating instructions before use.
- Do not use the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover in a microwave where the original turntable has been damaged or removed.
- Important: Make sure the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover does not block any cooling vents on your microwave.
- Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover fits over most plates, bowls, trays and other microwave safe containers. Do not force the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover if the container is too large.
- Make sure there is nothing stuck to the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover’s magnets before placing into the microwave.

For more tips and instructional videos, visit: www.HoverCoverTips.com
The Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover adheres to the top of your microwave with microwave-safe polymer encased magnets. Simply pull down on the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover to cover any microwave-safe container.

Carefully lift the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover until the magnets stick to the top of the microwave. Ensure the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover is well-adhered before removing your hand from the cover.

CAUTION: Steam can burn. Use care when handling the Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover and container. Remove the microwave-safe container from the microwave.

CLEANING THE HOVER COVER™ MICROWAVE SPLATTER COVER:
Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover can be cleaned by hand with warm soapy water and a sponge. Rinse thoroughly and ensure product is completely dry before using again. The Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover can also be washed in the top rack of the dishwasher.

OTHER WAYS TO STORE YOUR HOVER COVER™
If your microwave has a plastic disc located on the top of the inside of the microwave, then you will need to offset your Hover Cover™ Microwave Splatter Cover to store.